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Resumen

Lattice polytopes (that is, polytopes with vertices in a lattice, say Zd) are im-
portant both in algebraic geometry and integer optimization. We are particularly
interested in hollow ones, that is, those with no interior lattice points. The flatness
theorem states that the maximum lattice width among all hollow convex bodies in Rd

(in particular, hollow lattice polytopes) is bounded by a constant Flt(d) depending
solely on d. For general convex bodies the best current bound is Flt(d) ≤ O(d4/3) (mo-
dulo a polylog term), but for simplices width is known to be bounded by O(d log d).
In contrast, no construction of convex bodies of width more than linear is known.

We will review several recent results related to the width of hollow lattice polytopes;
that is, polytopes with all their vertices in the lattice. Among them:

We show the first constructions of hollow lattice simplices of width larger than
their dimension [1, 2].

We show how width can help classify lattice polytopes, and their algebraic
counter-parts. Eg: In dimension four, we have completely classified empty 4-
simplices (equivalently, 4-dimensional terminal quotient singularities) [3], com-
pleting a partial classification by Mori, Morrison and Morrison (1988).

We use results on hollow simplices to answer in the positive a question of Chaucer
Birkar (2018) about blowups with only epsilon-canonical singularities [4].
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